Get Movin’ Fund Hub - Student Webpage Disclaimer

The Original Get Movin’ Crew doing business as Get Movin’ - Your Fundraising Experts provides fundraising software (the Software) through access to its website (the Site-Fund Hub), and other fundraising-related services, to schools and other youth-based organizations to use with their school or parent group fundraising events. The sole purpose of our Software platform is to reach potential contributors, also known as donors, anywhere in the world using our student fundraising webpages. Thus, helping schools and youth organizations reach their fullest budget potential and maximizing what they can raise through their event-based fundraiser. Event-based fundraisers can be, but are not limited to Fun Runs, A-thons or Cash drives.

Parents or Legal Guardians (LG) sign up through the Site by creating a login and then adding their student’s (minor child’s) information to the system Software. Parents or LG’s add all children in their family that are associated with the fundraising event to their individual login. From there they can view and/or manage (limited) all their children’s/students’ donations and goals from their individual login. Get Movin’ and its affiliates do not share any information about the parent, LG or children/students in any capacity with any outside company or person(s). Any questions about a child/student from an unverified parent or other person affiliated with a student in our system will be directed to the school. Get Movin’ and its affiliates do not disclose any personal information about the parents, LGs or children/students.

Get Movin’ complies with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection ACT (COPPA) and the Federal Trade Commission’s COPPA Rule. Please visit our Privacy Policy page for details and disclosures concerning COPPA, and to learn more visit the COPPA Rule website.

By clicking the agree box in the registration form, you – the parent or legal guardian – confirms that all personal information regarding your child(ren) entered in the Software will be entered by you and that you permit Get Movin’ to use such information for the purposes of providing its fundraising services for the school or group event(s) for which you register your child(ren).
Parents or LG’s have one hundred percent (100%) control over each student fundraising webpage contained under their login, created through the Get Movin’ Fund Hub login/sign up/registration process. Once the student webpage is created by the parent or LG, they can share the student webpage via email, SMS/text message or through utilizing various social media platforms, if the parent or LG chooses to use the share tools to promote the student’s donation goal efforts. Neither Get Movin’, nor its affiliates, nor the school or youth organization sponsoring the fundraising event in which a child is participating, will be responsible for (i) any damages of any kind arising out of use, reference to, or reliance on any information within the Software or Site, or (ii) any decision by any parent, LG, child, or person associated with a child, to share any student webpage with anyone by any means, and any liability for any such damages is hereby expressly disclaimed.

Although the Get Movin’ Fund Hub Site and/or Software may include links providing direct access to other Internet resources, including other web sites (Sponsors or other), Get Movin’ is not responsible for the accuracy or content of information contained in these external sites. Links from Get Movin’ to third-party sites do not constitute an endorsement by Get Movin’. The appearance on the Site of advertisements and product or service information does not constitute an endorsement by Get Movin’ and Get Movin’ has not investigated the claims made by any advertiser. Product information is based solely on material received from school sponsors or others.

By clicking “I Agree with Parent Disclaimer” button of the registration form, you – the parent or legal guardian – acknowledge and agree to all the terms in this Parent Disclaimer document.
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